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About This Game

Bob has crashed on a strange planet, lost a bunch of parts for his ship and above all, is late for work!
Find the lost parts and rebuild your ship along the way to solve challenging, physics-based puzzles. You can build your ship any

way you like in the ship builder – try to find the coolest ship-design for the puzzle at hand!

Rebuild your ship any way You like

Find the lost parts and tools for Your ship – You’ll need them to solve puzzles!

25 Chapters of solid level design and clever puzzles

Many hours of replayability, with secrets, Achievements, Leaderboards and more
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bob came in pieces

A great rework of the classic Amiga title I loved as a kid Larn. TY Dev!. This game is 10/10, the funnest couch game I have
ever played. Give it about 15 minutes to figure it out, once you do, it is hours and hours of fun!. The most fun you can legally
have with a naked child.. If you watch my series on Youtube, you're bound to think I'm not going to recommend this game. But
yet, I am. And here's why: this is the type of game that I don't like. BUT, it is the type of game that some people DO like. And I
think there's enough here that people will enjoy. It's not my cup of tea but it's definitely going to be SOME people's cup of tea.
There's first person platforming (which I hate) but some people don't mind it. There's some small puzzle solving. There's an
enemy I couldn't figure out how to beat. It's the devs first game and it's been patched like 20 times in the week it's been out so
they are working HARD on fixing all the issues it had. So, I gotta recommend it. Even if I personally didn't care for it. Check
out my series to see what the game was like on launch day if you want.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAjNjxlRHgU&list=PL08FwntTpxPAnCbawtXpSTezqA7d6sq8L. For the retail price,
this is a terrible joke. I got this as part of the Slytherine bundle, and I have to admit that it was probably one of the worst
purchase decisions I have made so far. It looks terrible, but contrary to the Hearts of Iron games, which look terrible and have
infinite depth, this is just simply poorly executed and not fun at all. Beware and stay away.. This game - was the business partner
of - your mother - and - your dog - and wait til you read the Steam reviews!. It's a nice eerie 'walk simulator'. I like the
atmosphere, the leveldesign, the sounds.
The Basir (a little lense that allows to detect hidden things) is an interesting gameplay element.
But there are also things i would like to criticize:
-The game seems not to save changed settings like the resolution.
-Some level parts have a to intense graphical gray filter in my opinion.
-There should be more save points.
-Some objects can easily overseen. This provokes a lot of backtracking and detail search.
-Cutscenes can't be skipped.
-The story feels a bit random and chaotic.
-There are only a few mediocre jumpscares who not really fits the story.
-A bit to short for this price.. really no need with gold camo. your pants. Fish your tremors away.

Abrupt ending though.

9/10.. THis game was a ahead of its time and still is, the engine just needs a an oberhaul!
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it is very basic and easy game
after you learn the basics (15 min), you be bored. you can build one city, upgrade it and wait for finnishing the game
the challenges are nice and need to be improved.

at the current version it is worth the 2$. Could be a good game.. Even though there is no nude patch, all the girls are worth it and
are some nice eye candy. Interesting gameplay and worth some hours of entretainment.. Another Good Story / Expansion Pack
of Half Life. This game has Good Storyline, Interesting objects, Many weapons, Cool Creatures, and Challenging. In my
opinion The gameplay is Hard even if you play on Easy.. Just started playing this and I'm already loving it. If anyone's confused,
you start off with a creation with a topic of your choice out of two it gives you. With that topic, you are given 10
objects\/characters\/backgrounds which you can use each panel of the four. You can edit your objects by resizing, altering a
pose, rotating or mirroring a object (except backgrounds which sucks), change color of a object, and add text. At the end, you
are able to export your image to your PC, where you can share to wherever you want. If your not finished with a comic, you can
always save and exit but be warn, if you start a new comic while you already made another one, your progress for the previous
one will be removed, as when you've started a new one, it'll override your previous progress, which again I recommend the
developers make multiple slots for comics. If you didn't get any of this, there's also a tutorial, which comes in handy. The
graphics are like your standard 8-bit Pixeljam games put into artistic symbols. Sadly there's no music, but it fits I guess. There
are also tons of references to other Pixeljam games like Dino Run, Potatoman, etc. So yeah, Bitku is a good game which will
challenge the player to work with what they got, but has a few flaws that need fixing, but nothing to turn away gamers.. The
Prologue is pretty much to take at first glance. But this shouldn't bother you, because after that the actual game starts.

i didn't play through yet but I'm really enjoying it! :)
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